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BACKGROUND
T84 is the name given to a series of identical 8 storey mini high rise blocks of flats located at
various sites around Glasgow. The T84 buildings are generally rigid and stable, however the
flat roof design was proving to be increasingly problematical and expensive to maintain
therefore Glasgow Housing Association were seeking alternative solutions for 11 of these
buildings.
Curtis Moore was approached by a leading main contractor and asked to deliver a bespoke
and unique solution in an attempt to win a competitive tender for the flat to pitched roof
conversions.
Notably, during the period of this contract an attempted solution by another contractor failed
when the roof was blown from the building. Good fortune avoided any serious injuries to the
public, but there was extensive damage to surrounding properties and vehicles parked nearby.
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THE SOLUTION
Other competing companies tendered for a traditional
Hot Rolled structural steel solution, which involved
extensive craneage, multi trades and large roof
penetrations, which would ultimately lead to water
ingress issues.
Curtis Moore offered an altogether different and more
innovative solution: a lightweight structural framing
which not only reduced cost and risk of water ingress,
It also gave the main contractor the comfort of having
one contractor solely responsible for the installation of
the complete roof system, with no divide over liability.
Curtis Moore provided a one-stop solution that included
design and construct for the roof structure and envelope.
The whole contract was covered by our own PI Cover.
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Curtis Moore successfully installed pre-fabricated SFS
framed trusses to 11 number blocks and despite over
1,000 resin anchors being cast through each of the
existing roofs, maintained a watertight solution during
the construction process.
Curtis Moore’s package included the roofing, gutters,
Kingspan Microrib vertical cladding, together with roof
access and safety systems. Curtis Moore undertook
the complete design responsibility, providing all SER
Certification and documentation.
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CONTRACT DETAILS
Client:

Glasgow Housing Association

Main Contractor:

Rok

Location:

Summerston, Glasgow

Products:

Kingspan MR Composite Panels
SFS
32/1000 Roof Sheeting

Value:

£1.3m

Completed:

February 2012
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